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Abstract— In present situation the engineers are required the 

high strength of beam with minimum self-weight. The 

castellated beam is fulfill this criteria .It is become 

important to use castellated beam for various structure. It’s 

improving the load carrying capacity of beam without 

gaining its weight. The main advantages of castellated beam 

are increase stiffness, section modulus of beam and 

attractive appearances. In this paper the beam is design for 

specific load and it modeled in various castellated beams 

with increasing depth. Same load of parent beam apply on 

castellated beam and check deflection. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Steel widely used in multistory buildings and steel structure. 

Steel frame building offers a wide range of benefits 

.requirements for maximum space utilization, efficiency 

during construction and cost-effectiveness demand the use 

of long-span, shallow, light-weight steel beams in steel and 

composite structures. becoming longer and one way of 

achieving   In modern building construction spans are this is 

to use light gauge beams. The three major reasons for 

considering web openings in steel structure with I-section 

are as follows 

 To incorporate services within the floor ceiling zone of 

structure. 

 To reduce material volume without affecting structural 

strength or serviceability requirement. 

 To alleviate the beam-column joints from high stresses. 

The responsibility of a Structural Engineer lies in 

not merely designing the structure based on safety and 

serviceability considerations but he also has to consider the 

functional requirements based on the use to which the 

structure is intended. Beam with web openings provide 

better aesthetic appearance, less fabrication work as 

compared to conventional truss type arrangements. In the 

last decade researchers have tried to optimize web opening 

shapes, sizes and web opening positions in perforated steel 

beams, in order to provide a better understanding of the 

stress distribution in the vicinity of the web openings and to 

examine the structural behavior under certain types of 

loading. 

 
Fig. 1: Mathematical Formulation of castellated beams 

II. ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 

Analyze the castellated steel beam having an I-shaped cross-

section by using of Ansys Workbench 14.0. The finite 

element model is developed to compute the lateral 

deflection and stresses also get failure modes. Each I-shaped 

beam is characterized by its span L, flange width bf, flange 

thickness tf, depth of parent h, depth of castellated beam D 

and web thickness tw. Web perforations were hexagonal in 

shape Dh, uniformly spaced at distance S along the span of 

the beam. 

Dimension of room 15mX9m and thickness of wall 

which act as the bearing of beam are 250mm thick and c/c 

distance between 3m. 

Span of castellated beam =6.25m, Modulus of 

Elasticity =2 X 105 N/mm2, Poisons Ratio=0.3. Total 

load=25.75 KN//m,   

 Take ISMB500 @86.9kg/m, sectional area =A= 110.74cm 

,thickness of web (tw ) =10.2mm,\ 

 
Fig. 2: UDL on Beam model ISMB500 

M.I (Ixx) =45218.3 cm4 ,thickness of flange(tf )= 

17.2mm 

By increasing depth of beam, We denote to the castellated 

beam in words ‘IB’  

The beam ISMB500 were increased 30,40,50,60,70% 

respectively 

% Increase in depth 

of parent beam 
Beam 

Depth of 

Opening(mm) 

30 IB650 300 

40 IB700 400 

50 IB750 500 

60 IB800 600 

70 IB850 700 

Table 1: Castellated Beams 
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Fig. 3: Finite Element meshing of beam 

A. Deflection of Beams 

Following are the defection of the beams at 25.75 kN 

loading 

 
Fig. 4: Deflection of ISMB500 

 
Fig. 6: Deflection of IB700 

 
Fig. 8: Deflection of IB800 

 
Fig. 5: Deflection of IB650 

 
Fig. 7: Deflection of IB750 

 
Fig. 9: Deflection of IB850 

III. RESULTS OF CASTELLATED BEAM AND PARENT BEAM 

A. Comparison between Depth of Beam and Deflection  

I take three beams where design for proper load and get 

result. These three beams are keeping as a parent beam and 

it modeled as a various depth of castellated beam. The depth 

of the beam increasing in 30%,40%,50%,60%,70% put the 

load on it. And check the deflection. Such beam depth is as 

follow IB650, IB700, IB750, IB800, IB850 
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Fig. 10:  Deflection of ISMB 500 and Castellated Beam 

The permissible value of deflection is =l/325 =28.46mm. 

B. Comparison between Depth of beam and Maximum 

shear stresses   

The comparison of maximum stresses in beam and depth of 

beam It is indicate that the stresses are increases where 

depth of beam increases. But the beams are essential where 

the values are below the permissible limit 

 
Fig. 11: Max. Shear Stress of ISMB 500 and Castellated 

Beam 

Permissible value of maximum shear stress = 0.45fy = 

112.5kN/mm2 

C. Comparison between Depth of beam and Maximum 

Normal shear stresses 

The comparison of maximum stresses in beam and depth of 

beam It is indicate that the stresses are increases where 

depth of beam increases. 

 
Fig. 12: Max. Normal Stress of ISMB 500 and Castellated 

Beam 

D. Comparison between Depth of beam and Minimum 

Normal shear stresses 

The comparison of minimum normal stresses in beam and 

depth of beam It is indicate that (– ve) Stresses are increases 

where depth of beam incre 

 
Fig. 13: Min. Normal Stress of ISMB 500 and Castellated 

Beam 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The results were indicated that the behavior of castellated 

beam 

1) The castellated beams are good with regard to 

serviceability requirement with in maximum depth of 

0.6h. 

2) In finite element analysis effectively show the stress 

concentration at the hexagonal hole corners. For 

avoiding failure stiffeners may be use. 

3) The stress concentration result is essential up to 0.5h. 

4) It is concluded that for long span we can use castellated 

beam for its good service and economy 
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